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every external organization is humna movement, it is a movement of men who

should be men entireley devoted to the cause of Chirst and. trying to carry

out his will but eveey human movement tends to be down hill and

to God for his Grace to keep renewing us and reviving us and bringing us back'

to theWrod, andy humna movement can keep from going down hill and tend

to becoming degenerate and corrupt. And the idea thatGod appointed one

particulary hman inovemeht to be entirely superiour to the others that he

appointed the head of one particular church to be the head of Christ

Chn.rch is a purely theoretical thing, which is without warrant in scripture

and which is without lgic in its out working in history and yet this is

accepted by a larger number of individuals in the world today than those

who take the name of That is there are many more people who are

nominally Roman Catholic anthan there are those who are nominally protestant

of course XYXI among those who are nominally pDotestant $ probably there

are far more who are true christian among those who are nominally Roman

Ctholic but there are true christians in both groups and the great majority

of both groups are not ch istian , the great overwhelming majority of those

whol call themselves protestant an not christian at all and the overwhelming

majority who call themselves Roman are not crhistian today but the thing we

are intersted in is not whether the indiiiidual
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into such a situaltion that it was safeguard and protecting not true christian

doctine who give it a dtrength and stability which come fro standing for

a great measure of very vital truth and at the same time it will

if enough vital points to make it in gerneral a hindrance rather than a

help, ingeneral . I say in general, I do not think completely, I have no

doubts there are many individuals who have never heard of Christ who have

through the forms and cermonles that the Roamn Catholic church , I am sure

the Word of God which it has carried with it where ever it has gone even

though it is putt to keep the ordinary perosn
from haveing access to it. But through thse means has come to true faith
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